
Koolen-de Vries Syndrome 

INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE 
To the parents and carers of children and adults with Koolen-de Vries Syndrome 

We are contacting families with a confirmed genetic diagnosis to consider participation in the FaceMatch research project. 

The FaceMatch project is using computer face-matching technology to help find a diagnosis for children with intellectual 
disability (ID) where genetic testing has not provided an answer. As we know, the time prior to diagnosis is one of the toughest 
periods in the journey of our children and we hope that the inclusion of families such as yours with a known diagnosis may help 
those families who are still searching for a diagnosis. 

People with the same genetic condition can often share similar facial features. By matching facial images and written 
descriptions of undiagnosed children and adults from around the world, the project aims to provide a genetic diagnosis for 
children at an earlier age, help more families find a diagnosis and discover new ID genes. 

The FaceMatch project includes a Koolen-de Vries Syndrome Early Diagnosis Study to determine whether facial images can 
assist with early diagnosis of Koolen-de Vries Syndrome by the age of 12 months. We are inviting you to consider helping us with 
this project by contributing photographs of your family member(s) with Koolen-de Vries Syndrome to the secure FaceMatch 
image database. Each image helps improve the ability of the FaceMatch programme to recognise certain facial features and 
syndromes. 

How do you become part of the initiative? It takes around 5 minutes by following these steps: 

What if you don't have a current consulting Doctor? For this study, you can nominate Clinical Geneticist Dr Tracy Dudding-Byth 
from the NSW Genetics of Learning Disability, Australia Service at email address: HNELHD-Genetics@health.nsw.gov.au. 

More information about the project including privacy and confidentiality is provided in the enclosed information statement 
and on the study website: facematch.org.au 

What types of photographs does the research team request for this study? 
We encourage images at different ages (eg baby, toddler, school-aged child, teenager, adult)  
Photographs prior to age of diagnosis. (For example, if your child was diagnosed at age 4 please provide photographs at ages 1, 
2 and 3 years if possible)  
A photograph around the age of diagnosis. 
If possible, photographs should show a clear facial image (either colour or black & white) 

If you would like any further information, please contact Genetic counsellor, Jackie Boyle or Project lead Dr Tracy Dudding-Byth 
on (02) 49853100 or email Tracy.Dudding@health.nsw.gov.au
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